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EUROCONTROL awards FREQUENTIS Comsoft further five-year contract
for the maintenance of the ARTAS surveillance tracker
Frequentis Comsoft will continue as the Industrial Partner to provide support to the
EUROCONTROL Centralised ARTAS Maintenance and Operational Support (CAMOS) for the Air
traffic management (ATM) suRveillance Tracker And Server – ARTAS. The new Industrial Partner
contract will commence in 2020 and run until 2025.

“The EUROCONTROL CAMOS service is fundamental to the continued success of ARTAS,
providing ANSPs (Air Navigation Service Providers) with software support services, continuous
maintenance and enhancements. Frequentis Comsoft has been a big part of this success.” said
Antonio Principe, EUROCONTROL ARTAS & SDDS Services Manager.
The ARTAS surveillance tracker and server is the most deployed tracker in Europe and one of the most
advanced and mature surveillance data processing systems worldwide. ARTAS tracks close to 90% of
all European daily flight movements at 43 air traffic control centres. Approximately 100 ARTAS units are
currently deployed, with almost every European state using ARTAS as its surveillance tracker for enroute and approach applications.

“We are pleased to be continuing the CAMOS Industrial Partner contract for EUROCONTROL,
which marks almost two decades of unbroken support. The ARTAS system is under constant
evolution to meet the required performance and functionality for the ARTAS user community. The
CAMOS service enables an efficient approach to this with the development and provision of
common roadmap for enhancements that support changing airspace demands.”, says Thomas
Hoffman, Frequentis Comsoft Managing Director.
ARTAS was developed by EUROCONTROL, on behalf of their Member states and applies the latest
multi sensor tracking technology to deliver an outstanding level of accuracy and reliability using PSR,
SSR, Mode-S, ADS-B and Multilateration surveillance sources.

The Frequentis Comsoft team is also a turnkey supplier of ARTAS systems offering a comprehensive
and field-proven ARTAS service portfolio to Air Traffic Service providers within EUROCONTROL
member states but also world-wide.

> Read more PRs
About Frequentis Comsoft GmbH
The company was founded in 2016 from major assets of the previous Comsoft GmbH, established in 1979. Its
expertise covers a vast proportion of the modern ATM industry, providing market-leading AMHS and AIM products –
ensuring compliance to recent SESAR/SWIM requirements – as well as innovative surveillance and communication
solutions such as ADS-B and Multilateration sensors. Additionally, Frequentis Comsoft is the turnkey supplier of
Surveillance Data Distribution System (SDDS-NG).
The high-quality portfolio and skilled team, coupled with the Frequentis Groups vast expertise, will continue to
develop innovative solutions for the ATM Market, consistent with international standards.
For more info visit www.frequentis-comsoft.com
or contact: Jennifer.mclellan@Frequentis.com | Tel: +44 2030 050 188

